
Notes

Sonnet 1L6

ln total, it is believed that Shakespeare wrote 154 sonnets, in addition to the thirty-seven plays
that are also attributed to him. Many believe Shal<espeare's sonnets are addressed to two
different people he may have known, The first 126 sonnets seem to be speaking to a young
man with whom Shakespeare *r, u*r/Ilose. As a Gult of this, much has been speculated
about The Bard's sexuality; it is to this young man that Sonnet j.16 is addressed. The other
sonnets Shakespeare wrote are writtenJo 

_a -fysterious woman whose- identity is unknown.
scholars have referred to he; ri*pffiur tfr frrk ffi;.n .frjLrrt have been written about her
identitv. / "w: "w;- - *fl .,*-Y*. \/ -**"* & -t'ff-*',,3 \
ln'Sonnet 1L6: Let me not ta the morriage of true minds,' Shakespeare's speaker is ruminating

(thinking deeply) on love. He says that love never changes, and if it does, it was not true or real

in the first place.

He compares love to a star that is always seen and never changing. lt is real and permanent,

and it is something on which a person can count. Even though the people in love may change as

time passes, their love will not. The speaker closes by saying that no man has ever truly loved

before if he is wrong about this.

THEME

Shakespeare used some of his most familiar themes in'sannet -Z16'. These include time, love,

and the nature of relationships. ln the fourteen lines of this sonnet, he delves into what true
love is and whether or not it's real. He uses a metophor {ln hindi it is calted rupak)to compare

love to a star that's always present and never changes. He is so confident in this opinion that
he asserts no man has ever loved before if he's wrong. Shakespeare also brings elements of
time into the poem. He emphasizes the fact that time knows no boundaries, and even if the
people in the relationship change, the love doesn,t.
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ln the first two lines, Shakespeare writes,

Let me not to the marrioge of true minds

Admit impediments.

These lines are perhaps the most famous in the history of poetry, regardless of whether or not

one recognizes them as belonging to Shakespeare. Straight away, Shakespeare uses the

metaphor of marriage to compare it to true, real love. He is saying that there is no reason why

two people who truly love should not be together; nothing should stand in their way. Perhaps

he is speaking about his feelings for the unknown young man for whom the sonnet is written.

Shakespeare was unhappily married to Anne Hathaway, and so perhaps he was rationalizing his

feelings for the young man by stating there was no reason, even if one is aiready married, that

two people who are truly in love should not be together.

The second half of the second line begins a new thought, which is then carried on into the third

and fourth lines. He writes,

Love is not lave

Which alters when it olteration finds,

Or bends with the remover to remav€.

Shakespeare is continuing with his thought that true love conquers all. ln these lines, the

speaker is telling the reader that if love changes, it is not truly loved because if it changes, or if

someone tries to "remove" it, nothing will change it. Love does not stop just because

something is altered. As clich6d as it sounds, true love, real love, lasts forever.

The second quatrain of Sannet .1-16 begins with some vivid and beautiful imagery, and it

continues with the final thought pondered in the first quatrain. Now that Shakespeare has

established what love is not-fleeting and ever-changing-he can now tell us what love is. He

writes,

O no, it is an ever fixed mark
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That laoks an tempests and is never shaken...

Here, Shakespeare tells his readers that love is something that does not shift, change, or

move; it is constant and in the same place, and it can weather even the most harrowing of

storms or tempests and is never even shaken, let alone defeated. While weak, it can be argued

here that Shakespeare decides to personify love since it is something that is intangible and not

something that can be defeated by something tangible, such as a storm. ln the next line,

Shakespeare uses the metaphor of the North Star to discuss love. He writes,

It is the stsr to every wand'ring bark,

Whase worth's nnknown, although his height be taken.

To Shakespeare, love is the star that guides every bark, or ship, on the water, and while it is

priceless, it can be measured. These two lines are interesting and worth noting. Shakespeare

concedes that love's worth is not known, but he says it can be measured. How he neglects to

tell his reader, but perhaps he is assuming the reader will understand the different ways in

which one can measure love: through time and actions. With that thought, the second quatrain

ends.

The third quatrain parallels the first, and Shakespeare returns to telling his readers what love is

not. He writes,

Love's not Time's foal, though rasy lips and cheeks

Within his bending sickle's compass come...

Notice the capitalization of the word "Time." Shakespeare is personifying time as a person,

specifically, Death. He says that love is not the fool of time. One's rosy lips and cheeks will

certainly pale with age, as "his bending sickle's compass come." Shakespeare's diction is

important here, particularly with his use of the word "sickle." The person who carries the sickle

is most greatly associated Death!. We are assured here that Death will certainly come, but that

will not stop love. lt may kill the lover, but the love itself is eternal. This thought is continued in

lines eleven and twelve.
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The final two lines of the third quatrain. Shakespeare writes,

Love alters not with his brief hours cnd weeks,

But bears it out even to the edge of doom.

He is simply stating here that love does not change over the course of time; instead, it

continues on even after the world has ended ("the edge of doom").

Shakespeare uses lines thirteen and fourteen, the final couplet af Sonnet i.i.6, lo assert just

how truly he believes that love is everlasting and conquers all. He writes,

lf this be error and upon me proved

I never writ, nor na man ever loved.

ln this part of Sonnet ll5, Shakespeare is telling his reader that if someone proves he is wrong

about love, then he never wrote the following words, and no man ever loved. He is conveying

here that if his words are untrue, nothing etse would exist. The words he just wrote would

have never been written, and no man would have ever loved before. He is adamant about this,

and his tough words are what strengthen the sonnet itself. The speaker and poet himself are

convinced that love is real, true, and everlasting.
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